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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine resident inspection was conducted onsite in the areas of plant
operations review, maintenance observations, surveillance observations, safety
system inspection, review of special reports, review of nonroutine events, and
followup of previous inspection findings.

Results:

During this inspection period, Unit 2 was restarted after a major electrical
generator repair. Efforts were then focused toward the upcoming Unit 2 refuel-
ing outage, which had been deferred for two weeks. The licensee's recent
efforts in evaluating CEA performance exceeded regulatory requirements. A
cited violation regarding failure to control material, a noncited violation
regarding NPWO cancellation, and an unresolved item regarding control of heavy
loads were identified:

VIO 335,389/90-23-01, Failure to Control Material in Safety-Related
Repairs, paragraph 4.:
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URI 335,389/90-23-02, Control of Heavy Load Commitments, paragraph 4.

NCY 389/90-23"03, Failure to Complete Corrective Action = on a
Safety-Related Component, paragraph 4.
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Goldberg, President, Nuclear Division
Sager, St. Lucie Site Vice President
Boissy, Plant Manager
Barrow, Operations Superintendent
Barrow, Fire Prevention Coordinator
Church, Independent Safety Engineering Group Chairman
Buchanan, Health Physics Supervisor
Burton, Operations Supervisor
Crider, Outage Supervisor
Culpepper, Site Juno Engineering Manager
Dawson, Maintenance Superintendent
Englmeier, Site (}uality Manager
Frechette, Chemistry Supervisor
Leppla, 18C Supervisor
Madden, Licensing Engineer
McLaughlin, Plant licensing Superintendent
Parks, Project Manager
Rogers, Electrical Maintenance Supervisor
Roos, Services Manager
West, Technical Staff Supervisor
West, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor
White, Security Supervisor
Wood, Reliability and Support Supervisor
Wunderlich, Reactor Engineering Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians,
operators, mechanics, security force members and office personnel.

*Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

Review of Plant Operations (71707)

Unit 1 began and ended the inspection period at power - day 47 on-line.
The major activities affecting operation were water plant problems, 1A CCW

pump return to service, and the lA ICW pump repair to correct elevated
bearing noise levels.

Unit 2 began the inspection period shut down since August 20 to analyze
and repair main turbine generator bearing No. 9 vibration. This bearing,
on the unit's exciter end, had been recently repaired but vibration





quickly increased beyond that acceptable to the licensee, resulting in the
August 20 shutdown to revisit the problem. After the second vibration
repair, the unit was restarted on August 31 and operated at power the
remaining 24 days of the inspection period.

a. Plant Tours

b.

The inspectors periodically conducted plant tours to verify that
monitoring equipment was recording as required, equipment was
properly tagged, operations personnel were aware of plant conditions,
and plant housekeeping efforts were adequate. The inspectors also
determined that appropriate radiation controls were properly
established, critical clean areas were being controlled in accordance
with procedures, excess equipment or material was stored properly,
and combustible materials and debris were disposed of expeditiously.
During tours, the inspectors looked for the existence of unusual
fluid leaks, piping vibrations, pipe hanger and seismic restraint
settings, various valve and breaker positions, equipment caution and
danger tags, component positions, adequacy of fire fighting
equipment, and instrument calibration dates. Some tours were
conducted on backshifts. The frequency of plant tours and control
room visits by site management was noted to be adequate.

The inspectors routinely conducted partial walkdowns of ESF, ECCS,
and support systems. Valve, breaker, and switch lineups and
equipment conditions were randomly verified both. locally and in the
control room. " The following accessible-area ESF system walkdowns
were 'made to verify that system lineups were in accordance with
licensee requirements for operability and equipment material
conditions were satisfactory: 1B LPSI pump room; 1B EDG room; Unit 1

SFP spaces and support equipment; and the Unit 1 AFW space and pumps.

Plant Operations Review

The inspectors periodically reviewed shift logs and opetations
records, including data sheets, instrument traces,. and records of
equipment malfunctions. This review included control room logs and
auxiliary logs, operating orders, standing orders, jumper logs and
equipment tagout records. The inspectors routinely observed operator
alertness and demeanor during plant tours. They observed and
evaluated control room staffing, control room access, and operator
performance during 'routine operations. The inspectors conducted
random off-hours inspections to assure that operations 'and security
performance remained at acceptable levels. Shift turnovers were
observed to verify that they were conducted in accordance ,with
approved licensee procedures. Control room annunciator status was
verified. Except as noted below, no deficiencies were observed.



During this inspection period, the inspectors reviewed the following
tagouts (clearances):

1-9-13 1A EOG Air Start System;

1-9-26 1B Preconcentrator valve 6219;

1-11-92 Containment Personnel Air Lock Automatic Tester; and

2"9-9 2A EDG.

The operations staff maintained the Unit 2 reactor in hot shutdown
Mode 3 for ten days while the main generator was being repaired (see
IR 335,389/90-18 for additional details). Little maintenance was
performed on other equipment while in this condition and the staff
was attentive to plant needs such as chemistry. Additionally, the
operations staff supported the maintenance staff and the vendors in
the generator repair efforts.

Operations, in conjunction with the reactor engineering group, and in
conjunction with the normal CEA exercise surveillance discussed in
paragraph 3, performed the initial in-core testing of a select group
of CEAs for operability and IASCC indications on the CEA center
fingers. Proposed testing was outlined in FPL - NRC letter L-90-301
of August 16, 1990. The testing performed included the normal
monthly CEA exercise that was discussed in the St. Lucie 1 Action
Program, Enclosure 1 to an NRC - FPL letter of July 6, 1990, and also
included more extensive testing suggested by CE, the NSSS supplier.
Further program activities were continuing to be discussed between
FPL and NRR.

c ~

The inspectors observed part of the Unit 2 startup. The only major
event in the evolution was the failure of the 2A MG set that supplied
power to the CEAs. The 2B MG set maintained power as designed. The
2A MG set was repowered and lhft operating off-line fn a test mode
through the end of the inspection period.

Technical Specification Compliance

Licensee compliance with selected TS LCOs was verified. This
included the review of selected surveillance test results. These
verifications were accomplished by direct observation of monitoring
instrumentation, valve positions, and switch positions, and by review
of completed logs and records. Instrumentation and recorder traces
were .observed for abnormalities. The licensee's compliance with LCO
action statements was reviewed on selected occurrences as they
happened. The inspector s verified that related plant procedures in
use were adequate, complete, and included the most recent revisions.



d. Physical Protection

The inspectors verified by observation during routine activities that
security program plans were being implemented as evidenced by: proper
display of picture badges; searching of packages and personnel at the
plant entrance; and vital area portals being locked and alarmed.

As a result of the routine plant tours and operational observations
described above, the inspectors determined that the plant and system
material conditions were being adequately maintained.

3. Surveillance Observations (61726)

Various plant operations were verified to comply with selected TS

requirements. Typical -of these were confirmation of TS compliance for
reactor coolant chemistry, RWT conditions, containment pressure, control
room ventilation and AC and DC electrical sources. The inspectors
verified that testing was performed in accordance with adequate
procedures, test instrumentation was calibrated, LCOs were met, removal
and restoration of the affected components were accomplished properly,
test results met requirements and were reviewed by personnel other than
the individual directing the test, and that any deficiencies identified
during the testing were properly reviewed and resolved by appropriate
management personnel. The following surveillance tests were observed:

OP 1-1400057, Rev 15, Reactor Regulating System Fgnctional Test;

ICC 1-1400052, Rev 29, Monthly Engineered Safeguards Actuation System
Channel Functional Test;

OP 2-1400050, Rev 19, Reactor Protective System - Monthly Functional
Test;

OP 1-0110050, Rev 19, Control Element Assembly Periodic Exercise;

IKC 2-1400153C, Rev 1, Reactor Protection System. - Engineered
Safeguards System Loop Instrumentation Calibration for Containment
Pressure; and

IKC 2-1220054, Rev 1, Functional Test of Unit 2 Area Radiation
Monitors.

OP 1-1400057, Rev 15, Reactor Regulating System Functional Test, was
conducted by a RCO following maintenance of Unit 1 RRS ¹1.

During the performance of I&C 1-1400052, Rev 29, Monthly Engineered
Safeguards Actuation System Channel Functional Test, the technician
determined that the installed channel SA power supply test meter was
accurate but the meter's LED display was beginning to deteriorate with
age. A replacement was promptly obtained from stores, installed, and





cal ibrated per NPWO 7317/61. The ca 1 ibrati on procedure used was INC

1400067, Rev 3, Calibration of ICC Department %TE Input and Output
Devices, Calibration Sheet 145 - Model 2553-SP Digital Voltmeter.

OP 2-1400050, Rev 19, Reactor Protective System - Monthly Functional Test,
was utilized to perform post maintenance testing of the Unit 2 "C" RPS

channel prior to returning it to service. The testing was performed per
the procedure without any obvious problems. The channel had developed
functional problems stemming from the RCP mode select switch. Switch
replacement is discussed in paragraph 4.

OP 1-0110050, Rev. 19, Control Element Assembly Periodic Exercise, was
supplemented by additional requirements listed in TC 1-90-399 and was
performed on August 24. The licensee exercised the majority of the CEAs

in accordance with the normal surveillance, i.e., the CEAs were inserted 7
to 9 inches then withdrawn while the associated system annunciation and
control responses were monitored to assure operability. As mentioned in
paragraph 2 above, 5 of the 17 "old style" CEAs still in use in the core
were tested further to address reliability concerns involving several
CE-built plants, including St. Lucie Unit 1. The 5 CEAs were selected
based on their proximity to incore fission chambers and their relative
age. They were incrementally inserted/withdrawn to 14 inches below fully
withdrawn to determine what information relative to the individual CEA

condition could be gathered from the incore fission chambers based on core
flux distortions sensed due to the movement. At each increment, the
licensee took "snap shots" of the core, i.e., records of in-core fission
chamber output values as processed by the DDPS and read out in the control
room. They also recorded individual fission chamber raw output current
readings. The data was sent to the NSSS vendor, CE, for evaluation.

Initial analysis of the additional data discussed above indicated that the
process could discern the movement of all five CEAs and, more importantly,
the approximate worth of three of the five CEAs. Whether or not the data
would be useful in determining a change in a given CEA's worth was more
uncertain. CE was still reviewing the data at the end of the inspection
period.

The inspectors determined that the above surveillances were performed
properly, within allowed TS requirements, and under well controlled
conditions.

Maintenance Observation (62703)

Station maintenance activities involving selected safety-related systems
and components were observed/reviewed to ascertain that they were
conducted in accordance with requirements. The following items were
considered during this review: LCOs were met; activities were accomplished
using approved procedures; functional tests and/or calibrations were
performed prior to returning components or systems to service; quality
control records were maintained; activities were accomplished by qualified
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personnel; parts and materials used were properly certified; and

radiological controls were implemented as required. Work requests were
reviewed to determine the status of outstanding jobs and to assure that
priority was assigned to safety-related equipment. Portions of the
following maintenance activities were observed:

Replacement of the RCP mode switch in a Unit 2 reactor protection system
cabinet "C" drawer was reviewed in the shop prior to drawer reinstallation
and retest. The switch was a multiple wafer rotary selector switch with
over 60 soldered wire connections. Discussions and document review
confirmed that the staff reviews required per AP 0010142, Rev 5, Unit
Reliability - Manipulation of Sensitive Systems, had been accomplished
prior to removing the RPS channel from service. NPWO 6966/62 required
compliance with AP 0010124, Rev. 2, Control and Use of Jumpers and
Disconnected Leads; however, that procedure declared that it did not apply
to shop work. The maintenance person and supervisor involved in the job
knew of no procedure pertinent to configuration control during shop,
disassembly or replacement of multi-lead components such as switches. On

August 21, 1990, the technician actually performed a one-wire-at-a-time
transfer to the physically-identical replacement switch, then performed
wire lead checks per the vendor manual drawing. There was random QC

inspection of the task. The planned retest was a portion of monthly
surveillance test OP 2-1400050, Reactor Protection System - Monthly
Functional Test, which would demonstrate performance in great detail.

In addition to the wire leads from other locations .connected to the
switch, several wires were connected from one switch terminal to another.
These were not transfer red from the old switch, but were newly installed.
This wire had not been obtained to meet vendor requiremepts - it was
stated to be from a work bench stash and had PVC insulation vice
vendor-specified Tefzel insulation. The original insulation had been
removed and teflon insulation similar to that specified was used. Though
the vendor's wiring specifications were not declared in the equipment
manual, a deficiency in the manual, the licensee had routinely required
maintenance personnel to use only known authorized components for repair
of QL-1 equipment and to stop work if necessary to resolve any questions.
The involved staff members were aware that, on previous occasions, wire
and solder obtained from the NSSS vendor for the 'specific repair had been
used for replacement of similar switches.

Failure to install authorized material in safety-related equipment is a

violation of two requirements:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures,. and
Drawings, as implemented by approved FPL Topical Quality Assurance Report
TQAR 1-76A, Rev. 15, TQR 5.0, Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings, and
further implemented by TQAR Appendix C commitment to ANSI N18-7, 1976.
ANSI N18-7, 1976, paragraph 5.2.7, Maintenance and Modifications, requires
that maintenance or modifications which may effect the functioning of
safety-related structures, systems, or components shall be performed in a
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manner to ensure quality at least equivalent to that specified in original
design bases and requirements, materials specifications, and inspection
requirements.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII, Identification and Control of
Materials, Parts and Components, as implemented by approved FPL Topical
Quality Assurance Report 1-76A, Rev 15, TQR 8.0, Identification and
Control of Materials, Parts, and Components. These require that measures
be designed to prevent the use of incorrect materials, parts or
components. This is further implemented onsite by procedure
QI-PR/PSL-8. 1, Rev 11, Identification Control of Materials, Parts, and
Components.

This example coupled with the improper use of sealant on a safety-related
pump below are combined into one violation of the criteria listed above
which is titled: Failure to Control Material for Safety-Related Repairs,
50"335,389/90"24-01.

The licensee took steps to re-perform the repair using authorized
material, correct the vendor manual, and establish a supply of the
required wire in the spare parts system. The licensee determined that
commercial grade electronic solder was acceptable for this use.

NPWOs 2766/61 and 5897/61 were initiated during the previous inspection
period (see IR 335,389/90-18) for safety-related lA CCW pump repair. The
pump had subsequently been reassembled and run to check its operation.
The pump ran well except for a small leak around the mechanical seal
retaining collar. On August 24, 1990, mechanical maintenance supervision
verbally authorized the use of Loctite No. 515 sealant on the leaking "0"
ring joint without obtaining appropriate'engineering group approval based
on an analysis for physical and chemical suitability. Neither the
equipment manual nor the mechanical seal manufacturer 'ad listed the
sealant as a repair option. When questioned about the application, the
mechanical maintenance group submitted NCR 1-547 on August 28, 1990, to
determine the suitability of the sealant.

The above misapplication of sealant violated procedure QI-8-1, Rev. 11,
Identification Control of Materials, Parts, and Components, in that the
sealant was not identified or authorized as a repair part. Additionally,
the application of the sealant violated procedure AP 0010507, Rev. 1,
Control of Chemicals and Materials for the Maintenance of Plant Systems,
in that prior approval of the sealant was not listed in the procedure.

This example, coupled with the example above concerning the RPS channel
"C" RCP switch repair, was violation 335,389/90-23-01, Failure to Control
Material for Safety-Related Repairs.

The September ll, 1990, response to NCR 1-547 concluded that the sealant
was acceptable for use based on a conclusion that the joint would remain





intact although the sealant would cause weakening and swelling of the "0"

ring during sealant post-application curing. The pressure application at
the mechanical seal would normally be approximately 110 psig.

NPWO 6846/62 covered work on "D" channel of the Unit 2 RPS, testing a 15 V

power supply that was making portions of the channel inoperable. by
providing about 13 V. The supply had a dirty output adjustment
potentiometer that required "wiping", i.e., rotating the potentiometer
through several complete turns, to improve its performance. All work was
done efficiently and with shop supervision on the job site.

Last inspection period (see paragraph 2.b of IR 335,389/90-18), the Unit 2
"D" 120 V vital inverter had been worked (NPWO 5268/62) to correct high
output voltage. NPWO 7053/62 covered replacement of a power supply in the
NI drawer of the channel after it had been possibly damaged by the greater
than normal inverter output voltage. The supply had failed shortly after
the inver ter output voltage had risen. The licensee had, as a part of
their corrective action for the high voltage applied to safety-related
cabinets and systems, checked the outputs of power supplies by performing
monthly equipment surveillance tests. The inspectors were following the
above work (NPWO 6846) to cross check their actions.

Additional planned corrective actions for the inverter high output voltage
included:

Licensee review established a 123 V allowable upper voltage limit for
normal operations. Operations must take action to isolate/decouple
the out-of-tolerance inverter;

The licensee's IEC and engineering staffs will evaluate other
inverter output limits; and

The electrical department will evaluate the inverters'aterial
condition during the upcoming outage.

The inverters were also either generating or passing high frequency
voltage spikes to safety-related equipment. This phenomenon has been
found on two Unit 2 inverters (A and B; C and D have yet to be monitored)
and has been studied for about two months by the reliability group and
ICC. To date, the only components that may have been affected by the
spikes were sigma gage capacitors. The licensee and NRC are following the
results of this study.

NPWO 0348/61 covered work on the lA ICW pump, which had been demonstrating
signs of bearing problems for several "months.- The reliability group had
indicated that one or more of the several water-lubricated bearings was
degrading and should be replaced.





The pump was tom down early in the inspection period and, by the end of
the period, had yet to be reassembled due to impeller shaft replacement
and machining problems. There are four shaft segments to this deep draft
pumps The original impeller shaft segment was damaged by bearing
deterioration. A second shaft that was manufactured at St. Lucie was bent
while being balanced at or in transit to FPL's Sanford plant. A third
shaft was purchased from the pump vendor, was balanced at the Sanford
plant, and was awaiting installation.

2A EDG immersion Heater temperature switches and associated deteriorated
cable were replaced and tested per NPWOs 7489/62, 7253/62, and 6800/62.

Around the period of November 1989 (IR 335,388/89-28), the inspectors had
noted some weeping joints in the ICW pump lubrication water piping; the
weeping was primarily at welds where leaching of aluminum from the
aluminum bronze alloy base and filler material was occurring. The
engineering staff had been aware of the condition and had generated an
engineering evaluation to provide justification for continued operation.
At approximately the same time frame as the above report, the licensee's
engineering division also generated a letter allowing existing piping
replacement with either like material or monel pending per-case evaluation
of the piping run. No piping had been replaced as of the end of this
inspection period.

Since the issue of NRC GL Letter 90-05 of June 15, 1990, Guidance for
Performing Temporary Non-Code Repair of ASHE Code Class 1, 2, and 3
Piping, two PCNs were generated (Unit 1 PCM 227-190D of September ll,
1990, and Unit 2 PCH 273-290D of September 7, 1990) to replace lubrication
water pipe. These PCNs were more specific than the earlier letter in that
entire sections of pipe between bolted flanges were identified as being
replaceable with monel without further review. NPWOs were expected to be
issued upon arrival of the necessary monel piping and fittings. PCH
accomplishment for Unit 2 is planned for the outage scheduled to begin
October 1. The Unit 1 schedule was under evaluation.

The inspectors observed NPWO tag XA900904130440 (no NPWO number assigned)
on the top of the Unit 2 CST., The tag indicated that CST level switch
LS-12-8 cable was not clamped to the adjacent Unistrut bracket. Black
electrical tape attached the cable to the bracket in lieu of normal
attachment clamps. Tape also covered the cable joint at the switch. The
NPWO tag was initiated in April 1990 with no indication of how long the
condition had existed.

LS-12-8 provided control room annunciation only on CST Hi"Hi level and Low
level. LIS 12-11 (original construction) and then later (as part of a
1983 modification) LIS 12-11A provided Low-Low and Low level annunciation
and indication. None of the level instruments performed or initiated
automatic action. The instruments were safety-related and seismic.
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The original discrepancy tag number, which was in the site's computerized
NPWO production system, was recently cancelled by the Electrical
Maintenance Department. A second, blanket, NPWO No. 5879 was intended to
correct the problem but the instructions of that NPWO did not cover
LS-12-8 repairs.

The QC department initiated a QCIR on the issue and the necessary work was

completed shortly thereafter (NPWO 5348). Due to duplication of the CST

level alarm and indication, the safety significance of this problem was

minimal except in the sense that procedure AP 0010432, Rev 45, Nuclear
Plant Work Orders, section 5.6, requiring the scope of blanket NPWOs be

examined to determine applicability, was violated. Failure to take
adequate corrective action is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XVI, Corrective Action. This violation was not similar to a

violation against the same AP cited in IR 50-335,389/90-09. Therefore,
this NRC-identified violation is not being cited because of the criteria
specified in Section V.A. of the NRC Enforcement Policy. This is NCV

339/90-23-03, Failure to take Complete Corrective Action on a

Safety-Related Component.

During this inspection period, the licensee was observed preparing to
remove the (4000 lb) 2C CCW pump motor for off-site overhaul. Review of
these activities against AP 0010438, Rev 13, Control of Heavy Loads, found
that, though the monorail and hoist involved traveled over both trains of
CCW, including heat exchangers, pumps, and piping, this hoist system was
not in the heavy loads program and had no schedule/ PM. The shop
performing the lift also did not consider the lift to be a heavy load'ift.
Review of licensee responses to a NRC GL titled "Control of Heavy Loa'ds",-
issued December 22, 1980, and requesting implementation of NUREG 0612,
Resolution of Generic Technical Activity A-36, show that the system in
question was originally listed as a system lifting heavy loads over safe
shutdown equipment. Later correspondence removed this hoist and the
hoists in the EDG buildings, the charging pump bays and the ECCS pump
rooms from the analysis - and totally from the program.. The maintenance
and controls required have not been applied to these systems. Licensee
maintenance personnel have started non-programmatic crane inspections that
have identified needed repairs. The repairs are being made.

The heavy load lift program appears to deviate from initial commitments to
the NRC but is'nclear. The status is unresolved pending NRC review of
commitment details. This item is titled URI 335,389/90-23-02, Control of
Heavy Load Commitments.

Except as noted, the inspectors found that the above work was carried out
in accordance with site procedures and regulatory requirements.
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5. On August 29, the NRC Project Manager for St. Lucie Plant reviewed the
documentation for several modifications prepared pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.
The modification files reviewed were:

PCM 281-183
PCM 158-185
PCM 033" 188
PCM 269-188
PCM 139-189
PCM 121-190
PCM 80-290
PCM 101-290
PCM 169-290

- Water Treatment Plant Modifications;
- Steam Generator Tube Pulling and Tubesheet Plugging;
- Instrument Changes for Human Factors;
- Guide Tube Plugging Device Removal;
- Steam Generator Tube Plug Replacement;
- EDG Pressure Switch Deflector Plate;
- EDG Pressure Switch Deflector Plate;
- Intake Structure Velocity Cap; and
- RPS Fan Relocation.

In late 1989, the St. Lucie engineering staff adopted new documentation
preparation guidance for modifications performed pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.
All engineers received training and a new guidance document based on
Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (of EPRI) document 125, Guideline for 10

CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation (prepared by NUMARC and NSAC).

The PCMs listed above fell into two distinct categories. The first five
PCMs were prepared before the adoption of the new guidance document and
associated training and the remaining four were prepared after. The older
PCMs contained many weaknesses in the safety evaluations. Although the
analysis elements were included in the files, one had to search throughout
the whole file to find their evidence. The safety eyaluations were not
stand-alone documents. The PCMs prepared since the adoption of the NSAC

125 based guidance showed a dramatic improvement in the safety
evaluations'uality. The review showed, however, that inconsistency is
still present in the application of the new guidance. It appeared that
some parts of the engineering staff used the guidance document differently
than other parts.

The Project Manager held an exit conference with the engineering staff
during which all of the review findings were discussed with the licensee.

This review also closed IFI 389/88-14-01, 10 CFR 50.59 Review Inconsistent
Between Plant Sections.

6.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

Followup (Units 1 and 2) (92701)

a. Followup of Inspection Identified Items.

(Closed - Unit 2) IFI 389/88-14-01, 10 CFR 50.59 Review
Inconsistent Between Plant Sections.

This item was closed based on the Project Manager's review and
improved performance discussed in paragraph 5.
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b. Followup of Headquarters and Regional Requests Concerning Post-TMI
Action Items.

The inspectors were requested by NRC Region II to confirm the status
of a number of generic TMI Action Items. One of the items did not
have closure specifically documented in an IR and is discussed here:

(Closed - Unit 2) TMI Item II.K.3.25.b, Effects of Loss of AC

Power on [RCP] Pump Seals.

This item concerned evaluation of the potential for a LOCA

occurring from RCP seal failure following loss of AC electrical
power and subsequent loss of cooling water for the pump seal
coolers. The RCP seals were evaluated by test at the pump
vendor's facility and found to be capable of withstanding
conditions exceeding those postulated by the NRC in NUREG-0737.

This was reported to the NRC in a March 10, 1981, letter; was
accepted by an NRC - FPL letter of October 4, 1982; and was
closed for Unit 1 in IR 335/82-32, 389/82-44. The TMI item was
evaluated by NRR for Unit 2 p~ior to issuing that unit's
operating license. Chapter 22 of NUREG 0843, SER Related to the
Operating License of St. Lucie Plant, Unit No. 2, dated October,
1981, concluded that the licensee had met the requirements of
that item.

No field inspection was required for either unit, 4his item is
closed.

7. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on September 21, 1990,
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector
described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection
findings listed below. Proprietary material is not contained in this
report. Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.

Item Number Status Description and Reference

335,389/90-23-01 open

335,389/90-23-02 open

VIO - Failure to Control Material in
Safety-Related Repairs, paragraph 4

URI - Control of Heavy Load
Commitments, paragraph 4

389/90"23-03 closed NCV - Failure to Complete Corrective
Action on a Safety-Related Component,
paragraph 4
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Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Initialisms

A
AB
ABB
AC

ACTH
ADV
A/E
AFAS
AFW

ALARA
ANPO
ANPS
ANSI
AP
ASME Code

ATI
ATWS

B40
BCS

BQAP
CAR
CCW

CE

CEA
CEDM

CEDMCS
CET
CFR
CIAS
CIS
CRAG

CRT
CS

CST
CT
CVCS
CWD

CWO

DC

DCN

DCRDR
DDPS
DEH
DEV
DPR
ECC
ECCS

Amper e( s)
Auxi 1 iary Bui lding
ASEA Brown Boveri (company)
Alternating Current
Automatic CEA Timing Module
Atmospheric Dump Valve
Architect/Engineer
Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System
Auxiliary Feedwater (system)
As Low as Reasonably Achievable (radiation exposure)
Auxiliary Nuclear Plant [unlicensed] Operator
Assistant Nuclear Plant Supervisor
American National Standards Institute
Administrative Procedure
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and
Vessel Code
Automatic Test Instrument (in the ESF cabinets)
Anticipated Transient Without Scram
[NRC] Bulletins and Orders (Task Force)
Backfit Construction Sketch
Backfit Quality Assurance Procedure (EBASCO Services
Corrective Action Request
Component Cooling Water
Combustion Engineering (company)
Control Element Assembly
Control Element Drive Mechanism
Control Element Drive Mechanism Control System
Core Exit Thermocouple
Code of Federal Regulations
Containment Isolation Actuation Signal
Containment Isolation System
Control Room Auxiliary Control (panel)
Cathode Ray Tube
Containment Spray (system)
Condensate Storage Tank
Current Transformer
Chemical & Volume Control System
Control Wiring Diagram
Construction Work Order
Direct Current
Design Change Notice
Detailed Control Room Design Review
Digital Data Processing System
Digital Electro-Hydraulic (turbine control system)
Deviation (from Codes, Standards, Commitments, etc.)
Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operating lic
Estimated Critical Position
Emergency Core Cooling System

Pressure

Inc. )

ense)
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EDG

ENS

EOP

EPA
EPRI
EROADS

ESF
ESFAS
F

FCV

FI
FIS
FPL
FRG

FSAR
FT
GDC-

GE

GL
GMP

gPlll
HCV
HFA
HJTC
HP
HPSI
HVE
HVS
HX

IKC
IASCC
ICW
IFI
ILRT
IN
INPO
IR
ISI
IX
JPE
JPN
KV
KW

lb
LC
LCO
LER
LIS
LIV
LOCA

Emergency Diesel Generator
Emergency Notification System
Emergency Operating Procedure
Environmental Protection Agency
Electric Power Research Institute
Emergency Response Data Acquisition Display System
Engineered Safety Feature
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Fahrenheit
Flow Control Valve
Flow Indicator
Flow Indicator/Switch
The Florida Power 8 Light Company
Facility Review Group
Final Safety Analysis Report
Flow Transmitter
General Design Criteria (from 10CFR 50, Appendix A)
General Electric Company
[NRC] Generic Letter
General Haintenance Procedure
Gallon(s) Per Minute (flow rate)
Hydraulic Control Valve
A GE relay designation
Heated Junction Thermocouple
Health Physics
High Pressure Safety Injection (system)
Heating and Ventilating Exhaust (fan, system, etc.)
Heating and Ventilating Supply (fan, system, etc.)
Heat Exchanger
Instrumentation and Control
Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking
Intake Cooling Water
[NRC] Inspector Followup Item
Integrated Leak Rate Test(ing)
[NRC] Information Notice
Institute for Nuclear Power Operations
[NRC] Inspection Report
InService Inspection (program)
Ion Exchanger
(Juno Beach) Power Plant Engineering
(Juno Beach) Nuclear Engineering
KiloVolt(s)
KiloWatt(s)
pound
Lo'ad Center (electrical distribution)
TS Limiting Condition for Operation
Licensee Event Report
Level Indicating Switch
Licensee Identified Violation
Loss of Coolant Accident
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LOI
LPSI
LS

LT
LTOP
M&TE
MCC

MFIV
HFP

MFW

MG

min
MOV

MOVATS
mrem
MP

MSIS
MSIV
MSR

MTI
MV

MW

NCR

NCV

NDE
NI
NPF
NPO

NPS
NPWO

NRC

NRR

NSAC
NSSS
NUMARC

NUREG
OI
ONOP

OP
PAP
PBT
PCM

PCV
P&ID
PI
PIC
PIS
PM

PORV
PSB

Letter of Instruction
Low Pressure Safety Injection (system)
Level Switch
Level Transmitter
Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (system)
Measuring & Test Equipment
Motor Control Center (electrical distribution)
Main Feed Isolation Valve
Main Feed Pump
Main Feed Water
Motor Generator
minute
Motor Operated Valve
Motor Operated Valve Test System
mi 1 1 i rem
Maintenance Procedure
Main Steam Isolation Signal
Hain Steam Isolation Valve
Moisture Separator/Reheater
Maintenance Team Inspection
Motorized Valve
Megawatt(s)
Non Conformance Report
NonCited Violation (of NRC requirements)
Non Destructive Examination
Nuclear Instrument
Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operating license)
Nuclear Plant Operator
Nuclear Plant Supervisor
Nuclear Plant Work Order
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
Nuclear Steam Supply System
Nuclear Management and Resources Council
Nuclear Regulatory (NRC Headquarters Publication)
Operating Instruction
Off Normal Operating Procedure
Operating Procedure
Post Accident Panel
Performance Based Training
Plant Change/Modification
Pressure Control Valve
Piping & Instrumentation Diagram
Pressure Indicator
Pressure Indicator/Controller
Pressure Indicator/Switch
Preventive Maintenance
Power Operated Relief Valve
Plant Systems Branch (of NRC Headquarters)
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PSL

psi9
ppm
PT
PVC

PWO

PWR

QA

QC

QCIR
QI
QL-1
QSPDS
RAB

RCB

RCFC
RCO

RCP

RCPB
RCS

RDT
Rev
RG

RNWO

RO

RPS
RRS

RTGB
RVLHS
RWT

SAL
SALP
SAS
SDC
SDCHX
SDCS
SER
SFP
SG

SI
SIT
SNOW

SNPO
SPDS
SRO
SSER
STA
Tavg
TC
TCB

Plant St. Lucie
Pounds per square inch (gage)
Part(s) per Million
Pressure Transmitter
PolyVinylChloride
Plant Work Order
Pressurized Mater Reactor
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Quality Control Inspection Report
Quality Instruction
Quality Level 1

Qualified Safety Parameter Display System
Reactor Auxiliary Building
Reactor Containment Building
Reactor Compartment Fan Cooler
Reactor Control Operator
Reactor Coolant Pump
'Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Drain Tank
Revision
[NRC] Regulatory Guide
Relay Nuclear Work Order
Reactor [licensed] Operator
Reactor Protection System
Reactor Regulating System
Reactor Turbine Generator Board
Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System
Refueling Water Tank
Service Advice Letter
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
Safety Assessment System
Shut Down Cooling
Shut Down Cooling Heat Exchanger
Shut Down Cooling System
Safety Evaluation Report
Spent Fuel Pool
Steam Generator
Safety Injection (system)
Safety Injection Tank
Short Notice Outage Work
Senior Nuclear Plant [unlicensed] Operator
Safety Parameter Display System
Senior Reactor [licensed] Operator
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report
Shift Technical Advisor
Reactor average temperature
Temporary Change
Trip Circuit Breaker
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TCW

TDI
TE
TEOB
TI
TMI
TQR
TR
TS
URI
V

VCT
VIO

Turbine Cooling Water
Training Department Instruction
Temperature Element
Total Equipment Data Base
[NRC] Temporary Instruction
Three Nile Island
Topical guality Requirement
Temperature Recorder
Technical Specification(s)
fNRC] Unresolved Item
Volt(s)
Volume Control Tank
Violation (of NRC requirements)
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